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Legal Rape: Institutional Racism Covered…But Not Silenced by Dorothy Wyche-Jones The
termination experience had a purpose in disturbing my employment history. Perhaps, the sole
purpose of the experience is this book—for healing. Several students in GA and NJ upon
encounter, already are disadvantaged without adequate support systems. Parents are often
overwhelmed by inflation and financially unprepared with no clue of the difficulties ahead.
Hopefully, by reading this case study, students will grasp the level of difficulty sometimes
thrown in the pathway to knock one out of the game of life. But with adequate preparation,
established goals, and the will to focus on the prize, time and patience may enable and result
in some form of reality toward success. In life, we all have hills and valleys to climb. Youth
need support, inspiration, and encouragement of their beliefs, dreams, and aspirations. To
properly serve humanity, one must build a foundation of truth based on the application of
eternal laws versus man-made laws. Furthermore “What is hateful to you, do not do to your
fellow man.” This is the entire law; all the rest is commentary.
Born in 1861, eldest in a while, middle-class Southern family that lost everything material in the
American civil war, Richard Russell grew up consumed with ambition to make a name for
himself. His dream was to found an outstanding family and to hold the three highest offices in
Georgia: Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Governor, and United States senator. In striving
for these ambitions, he married twice and ran for public office seventeen times. Although
elected to lesser offices, he lost races for chief justice, governor, Congress, and the U.S.
Senate. He was elected to the first Georgia Court of Appeals in 1906 and to the Supreme
Court as chief justice in 1922. His first wife, Minnie Tyler, died in childbirth in 1886, leaving him
bereft, but five years later he married again. With Ina Dillard he formed an exemplary marriage
relationship that produced fifteen children, thirteen of whom survived to become responsible
adults, credits to effective parenting. The eldest son, Richard Brevard Russell Jr., fulfilled the
gubernatorial and senatorial dreams of his father, becoming governor of Georgia in 1931 and
U.S. senator from Georgia in 1933, when he was thirty-five years old. He served thirty-seven
years in the United States Senate and became Georgia's premier statesman of the twentieth
century. Thanks to their father's emphasis on education and his willingness to pay for it, the
Russell children studied law, medicine, the ministry and teaching and became respected
professionals in their careers. The glory and difficulty of patriarchy come clear in this story of
social and familial structures that both restricted and strengthened conscientious middle and
upper-class white men of thepost-Civil War South.
Information on Projects to Advance Creativity in Education in the form of a compilation of
planning and operational grants.
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DeKalb County, Georgia, is much more than just another of the suburban areas
around the city of Atlanta. African Americans have long lived, worked, played,
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and worshiped in the area. In African-American Life in DeKalb County:
1823-1970, Herman "Skip" Mason Jr., author, professor, and historian, has
compiled a lovingly crafted look at the county's rich African-American heritage.
With images from the Georgia Department of Archives and History, the DeKalb
Historical Society, and his own extensive archives, Mason couples fascinating
images with illuminating text to create a unique look at the area and its people.
Within these pages, discover little-known facts about the county's past residents,
including Bukumbo, the young girl who was brought from Africa to Decatur to
serve as a nurse, who quickly became a beloved member of the family and died
only a short while later. Learn about the great impact that the Clark and Oliver
families had on Decatur, and view famous sections and landmarks of the county,
including Lithonia, Ellenwood, Stone Mountain, Doraville, Tucker, Chamblee,
Clarkston, Lynwood Park, Scottdale, and South DeKalb.
Educational Programs that WorkDeKalb County Board of Health, Decatur,
GeorgiaThe Indiana School JournalResources in EducationMorbidity and
MortalityMorbidity and Mortality Weekly ReportMMWRAfrican-American Life in
DeKalb County, 1823-1970Arcadia Publishing
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